S14 Solar String Lights Outdoor 34Ft Patio Lights with 15
Shatterproof LED Bulbs, Solar & USB Charging with 4 Lighting
Modes, Heavy Duty Weatherproof Strand for Backyard Garden, 2700K
Review-2021

Solar & USB charging: Solar powered string lights is equipped with 180Â° adjustable solar panel
and inbuilt high capacity 3.7v 1800ma rechargeable batteries. Powered by solar energy, the solar
patio lights will charge during the day and light up automatically at night, work up to 8 hours after
fully charged. You can also use micro-USB plug to charging them indoor or in bad weather
Energy saving & safe: Solar charging help you save on electricity bills. Solar hanging lights outdoor
create soft glow and romantic ambience, bring your porch to life. Each solar outdoor string lights is
34 feet in length, has 15 bulbs, E26 base hanging sockets, 2 feet spacing between bulbs. Each LED
bulb is 30 Lumens, the whole string is 450 lumen. Bulbs remain cool surface after long hours of
usage, no overheat worries
Shatterproof & weatherproof: The plastic bulb housing are shatterproof and durable, stay clear after
long time using. Built with durable WeatherTite technology and used Commercial Grade wire, these
bistro lights can proof extreme temperatures, sunny, rainy, windy, snowy or damp climates. Inside
the E26 base socket is pure copper, faster electric conduction, less heating
4 lighting modes: Different lighting modes of the backyard lights helps to create lively atmosphere,
adds flair to your pool, umbrella, deck, porch, patio, garden, backyard, terrace, pergola, cafe,
market, restaurant, mall, classroom, tree-lighting, events like meeting, birthday party, family reunion,
wedding reception, BBQ and banquets. Built-in 0.25 inch hanging loops are convenient for using
cup hooks, guide wires, zip ties or screw nails to hang the string lights for patio perfectly
Auto On/Off: The solar lights string will be on at dusk, and off at dawn, pay attention to avoid the
lighting on solar panel, or it will be unstable lighting with flashing effects180Â° adjustable angle
The solar charger adopts scientific commercial designs with a 180Â°adjustable angle and advanced
USB charging port. You can easily adjust the angle by the flexible screw to charge the lights under
sufficient sunshine in the morning or at noon while the USB charging ensures you a good power
source.
4 lighting modes
There are 4 smart lighting modes available, namely steady on, slow flash, fast flash and flashing.
Different flashing speeds and modes perfectly meet your needs on varied ambiences like festive
home or room decorations inside, or jubilant, vivid scenes outside.
Big energy-saving panel
4.3â€™â€™*7.5â€™â€™ wide panel design ensures sufficient solar energy absorption at daytime;
that really saves your money on electricity! The intelligent technology ensures automatic solar
charging at daytime and automatic turn on at night. A full charging takes 8 hours of sunlight or 4
hours of electricity, and suffices for 8-10 hours lighting.
Industrially waterproof
The lights with IP65 waterproof standard can withstand rain drops, or damp, moist climates. Note:
Don not expose the lights to a heavily rainy environment or a space being very closed to abundant
water for a long time, nor even immerse it under water!
Durable, resilient cords
Our light strand is made from quality industrial PVC materials, which are resilient and strong enough
for hanging on trees, roof beams, or rails.
Upgraded socket design
We upgraded the socket with more appropriate connection neck better for screwing in the E26 base
easily and sound pure coppers with faster electric conduction and heat dissipation.
UL listed safety
The UL listed standard benefits from its safe raw materials, sound heat dissipation and electric
conduction as well as its green, energy-saving solar design and smart automatic control and strong
weather resistance technologies.
Not connectable
The S14 string light cannot be connected with other strands of lights. Do not connect it with any light
strands, and use it separately.
Shatterproof bulbs

The led bulbs are made of sound plastic so that they can withstand extreme temperatures, and
rainy, windy, or damp climates. Each strand contains 15 clear warm white LED bulbs with high
efficiency and low power consumption of 0.2W each bulb. The led bulbs have longer working time
and consume 80% less energy than the traditional bulbs.
Big capacity
The built-in rechargeable batteries are 3600 mAh, which can light up for 8-12 hours. The 30 lumens
bulbs are much brighter than the traditional 15 lumens bulbs.
Outdoor, indoor decorations
These vintage, retro balcony lights are suitable for outdoor, indoor decorations on different
occasions, creating a sweet, warm, beautiful ambiance during musical concerts, birthday parties,
BBQ gatherings, friendsâ€™ reunions, wedding celebrations, festival galas, and commercial
promotions in gardens, patios, backyards, decks, bistros, cafes, pergolas, gazeboes, gardens,
markets, or on lawns, beaches, or mountains.
Built-in functional loops
There are two holes for hanging. You can use a screw, a hook, or a cable to hang the lights on
decks, trees, or fences. Durable structure design and convenient hanging holes ensure its bearing
capacity and durability.
Strong industrial cords and parts
The whole patio lights are consisted of 15 shatterproof S14 LED bulbs, strong cords and quality
solar panels. It will bring you wonderful lighting effects once you install them professionally with
necessary parts like screws, hooks, or cables.
Warm white brightness
The bright warm white is perfectly decorative, aesthetic for space requiring lights at night, like the
dark classrooms, dorms, apartments, or attics. It makes the darkness become more beautiful and
charming! Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description,
sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

